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DSP Applications Using C and the TMS320C6x DSKJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002

	
		
			
				Digital signal processors, such as the TMS320 family of processors, are used in a
			
				wide range of applications, such as in communications, controls, speech processing,
			
				and so on. They are used in fax transmission, modems, cellular phones, and other
			
				devices. These devices have also found...
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Mathematics and Computer Science: Algorithms, Trees, Combinatorics and Probabilities (Trends in Mathematics)Birkhauser, 2000

	This is the first book where mathematics and computer science are directly confronted and joined to tackle intricate problems in computer science with deep mathematical approaches. It contains a collection of refereed papers presented at the Colloquium on Mathematics and Computer Science held at the University of Versailles-St-Quentin on...
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Jumping into C++Cprogramming.com, 2013

	Want to learn to code? Want to learn C++? Struggling to follow your lecturer or books and tutorials written for experts? You're not alone. As a professional C++ developer and former Harvard teaching fellow, I know what you need to know to be a great C++ programmer, and I know how to teach it, one step at a time. I know where people...
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Practical Image and Video Processing Using MATLABJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	
		UP-TO-DATE, TECHNICALLY ACCURATE COVERAGE OF ESSENTIAL TOPICS IN IMAGE AND VIDEO PROCESSING

	
		This is the first book to combine image and video processing with a practical MATLAB®-oriented approach in order to demonstrate the most important image and video techniques and algorithms. Utilizing minimal...
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Genetic Programming IV: Routine Human-Competitive Machine IntelligenceSpringer, 2003

	
		Genetic Programming IV: Routine Human-Competitive Machine Intelligence presents the application of GP to a wide variety of problems involving automated synthesis of controllers, circuits, antennas, genetic networks, and metabolic pathways. The book describes fifteen instances where GP has created an entity...
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Maximum Likelihood Estimation and Inference: With Examples in R, SAS and ADMBJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	This book takes a fresh look at the popular and well-established method of maximum likelihood for statistical estimation and inference. It begins with an intuitive introduction to the concepts and background of likelihood, and moves through to the latest developments in maximum likelihood methodology, including general latent variable...
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Statistical Analysis of Financial Data in R (Springer Texts in Statistics)Springer, 2013

	
		Although there are many books on mathematical finance, few deal with the statistical aspects of modern data analysis as applied to financial problems. This textbook fills this gap by addressing some of the most challenging issues facing financial engineers. It shows how sophisticated mathematics and modern statistical techniques can...
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Teach Yourself VISUALLY HTML5Visual, 2011

	Make mark-up language more manageable with this visual guide
	
		HTML5 is the next-generation of web standard mark-up language, and among other things, it offers amazing new avenues for incorporating multimedia into your sites. What easier way to master all of HTML5's new bells and whistles than with a guide that shows you,...
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Sparsity: Graphs, Structures, and Algorithms (Algorithms and Combinatorics)Springer, 2014

	This book offers a systematic study of sparse graphs and sparse finite structures. Although the notion of sparsity appears in various contexts and is typical of a fuzzy notion, the authors present a unifying classification of general classes of structures....
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Mathematical Summary for Digital Signal Processing Applications with MatlabSpringer, 2010

	
		Mathematical summary for Digital Signal Processing Applications with Matlab consists of Mathematics which is not usually dealt in the DSP core subject, but used in DSP applications. Matlab programs with illustrations are given for the selective topics such as generation of Multivariate Gaussian distributed sample outcomes, Bacterial...
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Semantic Mining Technologies for Multimedia DatabasesInformation Science Publishing, 2009

	Multimedia searching and management have become popular due to demanding applications and competition among companies. Despite the increase in interest, there is no existing book covering basic knowledge on state-of-the-art techniques within the field.
	
		Semantic Mining Technologies for Multimedia Databases provides an...
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Getting Started with Adafruit FLORA: Making Wearables with an Arduino-Compatible Electronics PlatformMaker Media, Inc, 2015

	
		This book introduces readers to building wearable electronics projects using Adafruit's tiny FLORA board: at 4.4 grams, and only 1.75 inches in diameter, and featuring Arduino compatibility, it's the most beginner-friendly way to create wearable projects. This book shows you how to plan your wearable circuits, sew with...
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